
Classic Beauty Supply List 

There are three possible layouts with this pattern, so before purchasing fabric a decision must be made as to 

the layout you want to use.  The sample quilt I made is the lap-size Classic Beauty layout but without pieced 

borders.  The listed fabric quantities are for this layout.  The applique designs are the same for all layouts.   

There are 12 designs. 

 

⃝ Embroidery machine with embroidery arm and power cord 

⃝ Hoop: 6” x 10” or 240mm x 150mm or larger 

⃝ Inspira, size 75 Embroidery Needle 

⃝ Bobbins wound with polyester embroidery bobbin thread 

⃝ Stabilizer:  Tearaway 

⃝ 40 wt Embroidery Thread in a variety of matching and complimentary colors to your fabrics – bring more 

than you think you will want to use 

⃝ Curved embroidery scissors 

⃝ Rotary Cutter 

⃝ 4 1/4 yards of Form Flex or Shape Flex (optional, but prevents puckering) 

⃝ Seam Ripper  

⃝ Classic Beauty pattern – Order from Cottage Quilts as soon as possible.  Carolyn is placing a special order 

for them. 

 

Fabric for Sample hanging at Cottage Quilts* 

2 yards Background fabric (if you are not going to do pieced borders and instead use your background fabric 

for internal borders, you will need an additional 3/4 yard) 

Focus Fabric for borders: You will need 2 1/2 yards if you plan on piecing your borders. 

                                              You will need 3 yards if you do not want to piece your borders. 

Accent  Fabrics for applique -- have lots of choices = Your pattern says 8 fat quarters 

Backing: 4 1/8 yards (not needed for class) 

Binding : 5/8 yards (figured for a 2 1/2” binding) 

* If you are doing a different version and/or size for your quilt, please refer to the back of the pattern for 

fabric requitements. 

 

What to do before you come to class: 

1.  Transfer the designs with your file format onto a USB stick – there are 12 designs 

2.  Find the thread charts on the CD disc, print them out, and bring to class. 

3.  Cut your background into Thirty-Seven 8” squares 

4.  Iron Form Flex or Shape Flex to the back of each square. 

 

Nancy is teaching the simple tack and trim method for the applique.  You will not need fusible web. 


